A Page in a Book
Sleepy Selections for Bedtime
While anytime is a good moment to read-aloud with our kids, most of us tend to make
their bedtime our default reading window. The work of the day is behind us, our distractions are minimized, and cuddled up in bed is always a great setting for reading. And
while starting off the bedtime reading with some exciting titles is fun, having a drowsy
book to close out the night is also a smart move. Books about sleeping signal the approaching lights out and offer peaceful themes that children can carry with them as their
heads hit the pillow. The following titles are somnolent beauties that will waft the widest
eyes to sleep in short order.

Sleepyheads

by Sandra J. Howatt, Illustrated by Joyce Wan (Simon & Schuster)
Children are not alone in their adorable repose as they sleep. The animal kingdom is
full of critters whose cute factor launches off the charts when they settle in for the night.
Sleepyheads gently parades images of sleeping creatures rendered in their habitats against
the soft darkness of night. Simple text introduces each animal cuddled into its favorite sleeping spot with encouragement for readers to find and observe them as they snooze. Gently
illuminated with fireflies and hazy moonlight, this is an ideal transition from the last light of
the evening to the peaceful darkness that joins us at bedtime.

Snoozefest

by Samantha Berger, Illustrated by Kristyna Litten (Dial/Penguin)
For Cuddleford Snugglebun, a slow-moving sloth and champion sleeper, Snoozefest
is her destination event of the year. Celebrating all the best parts of bedtime and sleeping, Cuddleford prepares to join an army of her fellow snooze fans for the sleepiest show
around. Everyone brings their favorite blankets, bedtime books and cuddles. Live bands
like ‘Chamomile Rage’ and ‘The Nocturnal Nesters’ take the stage just after the pajama parade. There’s not a wide eye in the house as drowsy rules the night at Snoozefest. Rhyming
text and softly lined illustrations are just the ticket for this book that celebrates everything
and everyone who enjoys falling asleep!

Time to Sleep

by Steve Jenkins and Robin Page (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Some children love to learn new things with every book they read. For those young facthounds, Time to Sleep is an ideal bedtime book that combines interesting facts about animals’
sleep habits with gorgeous illustrations. An enormous title that covers two laps when opened,
the paper collage images are stark and lovely. From the sleepy bee to the drowsy giraffe, the
featured animals each reveal a unique or unusual way that they get their sleep. There are additional interesting facts on each creature included in the back of the title for daytime follow-up
reading. Filled with nuggets of information on snoozing creatures, it’s the perfect book bridge
between educational reading and dreamy musing before sleep.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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The Name of the
Game is Aim

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

There’s an undefinable sense of accomplishment
when we hit the goal we’re aiming for. Whether it’s our
balled up napkin hitting the wastebasket from across
the room (score!) or a Nerf dart acquiring its target with
precision, a precisely delivered projectile reaching
its destination is the definition of success in the world
of aim games. Set your sights on the following recommended items that will train the eye and hand to focus
on a target and score a bull’s eye every time!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Flickerz Target
Net Set

Rebelle Agent Bow
(Nerf/Hasbro)

Adding secret agent flair and
fantasy styling to the ancient art
of archery, the Rebelle Agent Bow
combines legit targeting skills with
Nerf’s proven take on soft target firing. This bow comes with three soft
foam arrows with a secret hidden in
plain sight; the arrows’ design allows
customizable messages that can
communicate secret intel to their targets who can be equipped
with the included decoder. To ensure that the messages (and
the missiles) reach their chosen targets the bow also features an
electronic red dot sight so shots can line up perfectly. Archery
action meets mystery and adventure when the Rebelle Agent
Bow takes aim!

(Jungo)

Ideal for all ages, the
Flickerz Target Net game
challenges players to
master the art of flicking
lightweight plastic discs
into a scored target net.
Score sheets are included
but style is the real journey as players learn to put their own spin
on the Flickerz discs, developing trick shots and disc moves
that add more action to the game. The target net is collapsible
and the six discs are easily pocketed making the game infinitely
portable for gameplay indoors and out. Addictive once you start,
kids may have to compete with adults for target practice time
once the Flickerz discs come out to play.

Baby Farm Bowling

Marble Aim

Building a solid ground for a
child’s aim game, the Baby Farm
Bowling set gets the ball rolling
for the preschool set. The jingling
‘bowling’ ball is easy to roll toward
six brightly colored animal-themed
pins that make soft rattling sounds
when they topple. The farm animal
pins feature flat, weighted bottoms that make setting up the
next round a cinch. An early boost for hand-eye coordination,
kids can also up their counting game as they take aim at the
numbered pins, keeping score along the way. Easy to surface
clean and portable with its own carrying bag, Baby Farm Bowling scores a strike for boosting early aim skills.

A historic aim game gets a modern
makeover with the Marble Aim carpet
from HearthSong. Measuring about
two yards long, the nylon carpet runner
with a non-skid bottom rolls out the
action for marble shooters with bright
graphics that open the floor to a variety
of games. Played solo or in company,
this game comes with 36 marbles
(including an aggie and four shooters).
Fine motor and aiming skills are honed
as players knuckle down and shoot to
win. Complete with game instructions the Marble Aim carpet rolls
up neatly for storage until the next exciting marble face-off!

(HearthSong)

(EarlyYears)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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